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About This Game

Shoot 'em up with the 3rd game in the Gundemonium Collection series. Hitogata Happa is considered one of the hardest doujin
style shooters ever! – Unlike the first two games, Hiitogata Happa is a vertical scrolling upward shooter, the action in this game
is a visual mish-mash of weaponry that will give your senses a total overload. Threatened by an invading army who is terrorizing

the land, Rosa enlisted the magic of a witch, Kreutzer – who has charmed her own army of magic dolls, each with extreme
power and crazy weapons. Use these dolls to take revenge on the invaders as you blast through six, intense stages. Choose from

twelve playable characters (four unlockable), each with their own special abilities, and unlock secret game features.

Key features:

6 stages of vertical-scrolling bullet insanity

Sweet old-school retro anime-style art

8 playable characters, and 4 unlockable characters

2 unlockable special modes

13 Steam achievements

Full online leaderboards
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New arranged soundtrack by Woofle
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Title: Hitogata Happa
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Platine Dispositif
Publisher:
Rockin' Android
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011
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WARNING! This game is very basic, it seems like it's a student project game. I don't know if it's a single developer, however it
isn't bad. Coop works great, had fun playing with the wife, just is incredibly basic. You can buy all of these guns but I don't see
any upgrade options, so the shotguns with very little spread are stuck that way making the assault hard the only real choice
unless you go and get the rpg.

I'm playing on hard and she's a pretty new gamer and it isn't that difficult. It's just about right, which is good, but the first boss
basically has no obstructions while you easily get caush on the environment, and everything you upgraded in that areaa
dissapeared, (upgrading as in you just bought it)

At its core it's an arcade twin stick. I was hoping for something like SAS Zombies with lots of upgrades and rpg elements to
keep you playing for many times, but unfortunately it just isn't there. The story is short, there wasn't any reason to replay, and
other modes don't seem appealing because you're just shooting at the same\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665over and
over, with no real progression.

The story is not very well written and it very cliche (no asteric) but it works well enough to move things along. Screen shake is
nice on heavy guns tho like I said i'm soiled on SAS4 zombies and there isn't a game that does it. I thought this could, looks like
it and has all the base gameplay, but no weapon upgrades, no reason to go through a mission again, just play it and you're done.

Why and I recommending this? Welll, maybe the developer will look at SAS4 zombie and make some gameplay adjustments
and see how that flows and see how similar the game is (it's free on mobile devs and online at NinjaKiwi)

I'll be refunding, but I don't think it's a bad game. It's just too simple and i'm looking for something deeper. This wasn't it and
was an impulse buy; 99% of the time i''ll keep it but this is just too basic.

The black screen review is BS as i've not seen it at all and the dev commented immediately on my post on a topic. If they didn't
reply it was probably because they went off to FIX the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bug. Small teams can't go and reply every
five seconds, the people may have regular jobs as well being indies.

So try it out, it IS fun, but I wanted something like SAS4 and unfortunately hell divers and maybe solstice chronicles are pretty
much it. OR sas4. I'd just rather not play flash, and the mobile is so much better but filled with IAP. I hate that, but I love the
game and classes.

I'll just have to make the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game it seems.. Its a really fun game if you want to play something for
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like five minutes real quick.. Fun game, you have to keep an eye on both characters and switch them between up and down
(matching the character color to the colored light balls shown) and jumping over obstacles. It really makes you think and try to
remember the pattern to get through the levels. Definitely recommend this game.. Realistic and good game to play!
(recommended). Daemonical may be riding the coat tails of popular asymmetrical horror multiplayer games like Dead by
Daylight, White Noise, Deceit, and the recent Case 2 Animatronics, but it offers it's own unique and simple concept that is both
fresh and fun.

CONCEPT:

Players have 15 minutes to gather a series of ritual parts (bones) and construct them at an altar. The second route to victory is
surviving the entire 15 minutes while awaiting nights end. These players have their wits, a flashlight, and in lucky instances, a
pistol to aid them.

During this time, one player (picked at random) controls a demon whose goal is to slaughter the other players before either
objective is completed. The demon can smash through doors, grapple players, and detect them at long distances.

Both parties have full voice chat capabilities, which leads to some hilarious encounters and breathes quite a bit of life into an
experience that is already a joy to play.

While many features (skills, XP system, etc) are still absent, the core game itself is both terrifying and hysterical. The devs have
promised several future features, and that in itself makes the game worth the $15 price point.

The community is awesome as well, both in game and in the Discord. The small development team is active daily and is always
listening/responding to player feedback.

FINAL THOUGHTS:

The game is a blast, but I can understand while some may want to wait for a couple content updates before jumping in. It's a
fresh idea in the asymmetrical horror genre that certainly deserves your attention.. The developer called me an idiot buy this
game.. Wonderfully challenging, interesting graphics and love the game's random generation. its an OK game but its dead so
theres not really a point to buy it. Dont tell that the dev beg Gabe to get this game on steam.Cheap lazy
♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥port.. The graphics are nice. and it's very cheap. The controls are alittle awkward (controller) but you get
use to them. as far as i have played it seemed ok for the price.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=jilst7WwOxw&feature=youtu.be
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THIS is good but disappointingly short rip. A slightly different take on the "match 3 coloured balls" malarky, but still just as
engaging!. Nice game, gives me achivments + I reached to 54
and then I install it on my phone aswell! Good game and nice soundtrack. This game is a lot of fun. It's like a mix of Rugby,
Basketball, American Football, Soccer, Lacrosse, all rolled into one... oh and someone removed all the gravity from the room!

It's so much fun. When you score, or make a great defensive play you really feel like you achieved something in a real sport. It
has local multiplayer and local co op, so you can have some great times playing with family and friends, I think even the little
ones can pick up on the game fast. To bad you can't play online, but to be honest I'm having so much fun with the game I
haven't missed online play yet, plus sometimes online play can sour a game because people start complaining and stuff get's
nerf'd, (you know how that is).

I think the game could use a few more features though; to make it a epic sports game. Like making your own team, a season
mode,tournament mode, I mean you can make your own seasons and tournaments with some pen and paper, but it would be cool
if you could just do it in game. Overall it's a excellent game. I highly recommend it.. If you like puzzle games, you should play
Gyromancer. Period.
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